Equilibrium and non-equilibrium phases in the radiation of Hakea and the drivers of diversity in Mediterranean-type ecosystems.
Mediterranean-type ecosystems (MTEs) contain exceptional plant diversity. Explanations for this diversity are usually classed as either "equilibrium," with elevated MTE diversity resulting from greater ecological carrying capacities, or "non-equilibrium," with MTEs having a greater accumulation of diversity over time than other types of ecosystems. These models have typically been considered as mutually exclusive. Here, we present a trait-based explanatory framework that incorporates both equilibrium and non-equilibrium dynamics. Using a large continental Australian plant radiation (Hakea) as a case study, we identify traits associated with niche partitioning in coexisting species (α-traits) and with environmental filtering (β-traits), and reconstruct the mode and relative timing of diversification of these traits. Our results point to a radiation with an early non-equilibrium phase marked by divergence of β-traits as Hakea diversified exponentially and expanded from the southwest Australian MTE into biomes across the Australian continent. This was followed from seven million years ago by an equilibrium phase, marked by diversification of α-traits and a slowdown in lineage diversification as MTE-niches became saturated. These results suggest that processes consistent with both equilibrium and non-equilibrium models have been important during different stages of the radiation of Hakea, and together they provide a richer explanation of present-day diversity patterns.